US Dedicated Expands Footprint with INAP for Colocation and Performance IP™ Services at Dallas
Data Center
June 20, 2018
INAP selected for ability to meet US Dedicated’s current customer needs and future growth plans.
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The Dallas data center joins INAP’s Atlanta and Seattle data centers to provide US Dedicated superiority in density of power, network and security
services.
RESTON, Va. and LOS ANGELES, June 20, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Internap Corporation (NASDAQ:INAP), a leading provider of
high-performance data center services including colocation, cloud, and network services, today announced a multi-year deal with US Dedicated LLC,
a premium Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider offering Dedicated Servers, Colocation, VPS, and distributed denial-of-service (DDoS)
mitigations, for collocation and Performance IP services.
"INAP is pleased to welcome US Dedicated into our recently expanded Dallas data center,” said Corey Needles, INAP USA’s SVP and General
Manager. “Dallas joins our Atlanta and Seattle data centers in providing our patented IP technology to meet US Dedicated’s needs ensuring the best
experience for their customers.”
“We pride ourselves in providing our customers with the strongest global connection possible. The Northwest and Southeast are vast cloud locations
and perfectly complement our connection points throughout the country,” says Robby Hicks, Chief Executive Officer at US Dedicated. “We’ve had
nothing but the best experience with Performance IP and know that we will be able to continually grow with INAP supporting our customer’s current
and future infrastructure needs.”
US Dedicated now features three total data centers with INAP in Atlanta, Seattle and the most recent addition in Dallas, with plans for more strategic
growth with INAP across the US.
“With performance, critical to the success of the US Dedicated platform, INAP is very excited to continue to be an integral partner in the growth of US
Dedicated,” said Alexis Nicholson, INAP Director of Sales. “We are certainly grateful and look forward to further development and growth together.”
INAP’s Performance IP service reduces latency and improves network performance by combining multiple carrier backbones and real-time route
optimization. Performance IP provides reliable, high-speed IP service for stable, consistent connectivity.
About INAP
Internap Corporation (NASDAQ:INAP) is a leading provider of high-performance data center services, including colocation, cloud and network. INAP
partners with its customers, who range from the Fortune 500 to emerging start-ups, to create secure, scalable and reliable IT infrastructure solutions
that meet the customer’s unique business requirements. INAP operates in 57 primarily Tier 3 data centers in 21 metropolitan markets and has 98
POPs around the world. INAP has over 1 million gross square feet under lease, with over 500,000 square feet of data center space. For more
information, visit www.inap.com.
About US Dedicated
US Dedicated is a performance based Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider with data centers in Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, Dallas,
Atlanta, and Seattle offering dedicated servers (managed and unmanaged), VPS, and Colocation. Their services are built upon the best breed of data
centers by CoreSite, premium INAP Performance IPTM bandwidth, and in-line, always-on DDoS protection. US Dedicated supports low latency and
high demand applications such as gaming, media streaming, financial trading, private cloud and VOIP. Service is backed by a 24/7 support team of
experts and a 100% uptime SLA. For more information, visit www.usdedicated.com
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